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 A strange flying object was sighted over the Atlantic coast of Florida on the night of March 
18, a few moments before a Minuteman rocker launched from Cape Canaveral veered offcourse 
and had to be destroyed. 
 The unknown object was seen by four witnesses at Fort Lauderdale, two of them NICAP 
members. The UFO was round-shaped, and the center had the appearance of a large white light. As 
the object moved eastward above the coast, a small red light appeared briefly, then disappeared. 
 Suddenly, the witnesses reported, the white light became even more brilliant. A moment 
later it vanished, leaving a vapor trail which terminated at the exact spot where the UFO 
disappeared. 
 “The strange part,” stated the member who wrote the report “is that the UFO vanished at 
the same time the Minuteman missile exploded farther out over the Atlantic.” 
 The witnesses could not have mistaken the Minuteman for a UFO, because the rocket was 
seen blazing up from Canaveral and through the sky up to the moment of its spectacular explosion. 
The unknown object, moving silently, came from inland, and was over the coast when its glow 
disappeared. There was no explosion. 
 This is not the first time a UFO has appeared simultaneously with the launching of a rocket. 
The preceding issue carried the report of an unknown flying object which suddenly appeared 
above an AF test range after a firing. The UFO, evidently larger than the rocket, was such a strong 
radar “target” that the automatic tracking system immediately hovered and moved rapidly above 
the range. 
 In the March 18 report, one witness asks whether the UFO could have forced the 
Minuteman offcourse, causing its destruction by a control officer at Canaveral. Without further 
evidence, this can be listed only as a possibility - - one that has been suggested in previous cases 
where rocket malfunctions reportedly followed the appearance of UFOs.  


